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1. Introduction and motivation

On 7 January 2014, an intense long-lake-axis-parallel
(LLAP) lake-effect snow band developed over Lake
Ontario during Intensive Observation Period 7 (IOP-7)
of the Ontario Winter Lake-effect Systems (OWLeS)
Project (Kristovich et al. 2017). This band formed in
response to Arctic air, characterized by 850 mb temper-
atures on the order of –25◦C, passing over the relatively
warm 3◦C waters of Lake Ontario. The resultant lake
surface to 850 mb temperature difference of 28◦C was
more than twice the requisite 13◦C required for the for-
mation of intense lake-effect convection (Phillips 1972).
Persistent northwesterly to westerly cyclonic boundary
layer flow continued to advect cold air over Lake On-
tario, ultimately resulting in a long-duration lake-effect
event, with snowfall amounts in some locations exceed-
ing 150 cm.

The lake-effect band developed around 0200 UTC 7
January and persisted well into 8 January; owing to
crew fatigue and extremely cold temperatures, however,
OWLeS ground teams (including multiple ground-based
mobile Doppler radars) only collected data from 0200–
2230 UTC 7 January. Soon after its formation, the lake-
effect band exhibited a prominent connection with an up-
stream LLAP band that had formed over Georgian Bay
(Fig. 1). This connection is evidenced via the horizon-
tal extrapolation of upstream radar echoes, indicating the
advection of a lake-modified boundary layer toward the
downstream lake.

Since the first high-resolution, mobile Doppler radar
observations of LLAP bands were attempted during the
winter of 2010-11, numerous instances of misoscale vor-
tices have been observed within these bands (e.g., Steiger
et al. 2013; Conrad et al. 2015), often organized into
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strings. Previous analysis of single-Doppler data has
postulated that such strings of vortices originate owing
to the release of horizontal shearing instability (HSI)
along horizontal wind shifts and cyclonic shear zones
within the bands, often coincident with the ascending
branch of the transverse circulation (Steiger et al. 2013).
Since only single-Doppler data were available to Steiger
et al. (2013), however, no definitive conclusion could be
reached as to the origin of these strings of misovortices
since the construction of three-dimensional wind synthe-
ses was not possible.

It is the aim of the present study to document an addi-
tional case of a string of misovortices within an LLAP
lake-effect band, and, through the analysis of three-
dimensional dual-Doppler wind syntheses and the use
of a high-resolution Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model simulation, demonstrate that two instabil-
ity criteria for the release of HSI are satisfied along the
shear zone where the vortices are found and that these
vortices are maintained across the lake via vortex stretch-
ing.

Our data and analysis methods are outlined in section
2, and section 3 contains the dual-Doppler analysis. The
analysis of the WRF simulation is in section 4, and a
summary of our conclusions is found in section 5.

2. Data and methodology

a. Dual-Doppler wind syntheses

Data from two Doppler radars (DOW6 and DOW8;
Wurman et al. 1997) were edited for quality control with
Solo3 software (Bell et al. 2013) such that regions of
data characterized by beam blockage from ground tar-
gets, ground clutter, sea spray, or a low signal-to-noise
ratio were removed (see Mulholland et al. 2017 for a
full description of this process). The data were then
mapped to a Cartesian grid using a two-pass Barnes anal-



ysis (Barnes 1964). The Cartesian grid dimensions are
40 × 40 × 2.5 km, with a horizontal and vertical grid
spacing of 250 m. Smoothing parameters of κH = 0.747
km2 in the horizontal and κZ = 0.400 km2 in the ver-
tical were used. The difference in the smoothing pa-
rameters was necessitated because all elevation scans be-
tween 1–2◦ from DOW8 were missing owing to a me-
chanical failure. The extrapolation of data into voids was
not permitted during the objective analysis, which re-
sulted in qualitatively better kinematic fields in the three-
dimensional wind syntheses. The specifications of the
dual-Doppler analysis are consistent with guidelines pro-
vided by Pauley and Wu (1990) and Majcen et al. (2008).
The wind syntheses were constructed via an upward inte-
gration of the anelastic continuity equation from the bot-
tom of the dual-Doppler domain following the method
outlined in the appendix of Kosiba et al. (2013). The
radar deployment map and dual-Doppler lobe are dis-
played in Fig. 2.

b. WRF model configuration

The WRF model (version 3.7.1; Skamarock et
al. 2008) was used to conduct a high-resolution simu-
lation of this case. The innermost grid has a horizontal
resolution of 333 m (258 × 147 km) and is nested within
1 km (636 × 438 km) and 3 km (1335 × 882 km) grids
(Fig. 3). The outermost domain was initialized from the
0000 UTC 7 January 2014 Rapid Refresh (RAP) model.
The 333-m grid spacing on the innermost grid is com-
parable to the 250 m horizontal resolution of the dual-
Doppler grid, allowing for a nearly one-to-one compar-
ison of vortex characteristics including strength, speed,
and depth.

The model simulation utilized 60 vertical levels; the
top of the model domain was at 50 mb. No damp-
ing layer was implemented near the model top owing
to the relatively shallow depth of the band (< 5 km
above ground level [AGL]) and short duration of the
model integration (12 h). A vertically-stretched grid
was utilized, with the lowest model level located at 75
m AGL. The vertical grid spacing near the surface is
75 m and decreases to approximately 750 m near the
model top. The model was run on the Arakawa C-
grid with Runge-Kutta 2nd and 3rd order time integra-
tion schemes. The Thompson microphysical scheme
(Thompson et al. 2008) was employed along with
the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model GCM (RRTMG)
longwave and shortwave radiation schemes (Iacono et
al. 2008), the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) land sur-
face model (LSM; Smirnova et al. 2016), the revised
Pennsylvania State University (PSU)/National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Mesoscale Model
(MM5) Monin-Obukov surface-layer scheme (Jiménez

0500 UTC

FIG. 1. Multi-radar multi-sensor (MRMS) analysis over
the eastern Great Lakes region at 0500 UTC 7 January
2014.
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FIG. 2. Map illustrating the locations of mobile radars
(pink circles), mobile sounding units (black triangles),
and the KTYX WSR-88D radar (red square). The dual-
Doppler lobe is indicated in black and terrain height (m)
is shaded.

et al. 2012), and the new Shin-Hong (S-H; Shin and
Hong 2015) boundary layer parametrization. No cumu-
lus parametrization was implemented at any grid scale.

3. Dual-Doppler analysis

Six distinct cyclonic misovortices were tracked for a
period of greater than 30 minutes, although only a shorter
20-minute analysis period is presented here (Fig. 4).
Neither anticyclonic vortices nor counter-rotating vortex
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FIG. 3. Map illustrating the three nested WRF domains,
with horizontal resolutions of 3 km, 1 km, and 333 m.
Terrain height (m) is shaded.

couplets were observed during this event. During this
time period, the vortices did not merge or interact with
each other in any way. The vortices tracked along a cy-
clonic horizontal shear zone near the northern edge of the
snow band, evidenced by faster westerly winds, on the
order of 25 m s−1, south of the shear zone, and slower
westerly winds, on the order of 15 m s−1, north of the
shear zone. The vortices moved east-southeastward at an
average speed of 19 m s−1, nearly matching the mean
zonal wind in the 0-2 km AGL vortex-bearing layer. By
0644 UTC, the vortices moved toward the center of the
band (Fig. 4e). Peak vertical vorticity values within the
vortices ranged from 1− 3× 10−2 s−1, which is consis-
tent with those documented in previous studies of mis-
ovortices (e.g., Mueller and Carbone 1987; Lee and Wil-
helmson 1997; Arnott et al. 2006; Buban et al. 2007;
Marquis et al. 2007; Campbell et al. 2014). Curiously,
the string of vortices dissipated when the connection be-
tween the Georgian Bay and Lake Ontario bands (Fig. 1)
ceased as boundary layer winds backed from northwest-
erly to westerly over the upstream lakes.

A vertical cross section through one of the vortices
(Vortex A) at 0630 UTC reveals that the primary band
updraft, associated with the secondary in-up-and-out cir-
culation within the band, was also along the northern
edge of the band, just north of the position of the vor-
tices (Fig. 5). Significant overlap between cyclonic ver-
tical vorticty and upward vertical velocity suggests that
stretching is likely important to vortex maintenance over
the lake. Indeed, a plot of the stretching term in the ver-
tical vorticity equation, ζ

∂w
∂ z , where ζ is the relative ver-

tical vorticity and w is the vertical velocity, reveals that
stretching was active in most of the vortices at 500 m
AGL (Fig. 6).

Rayleigh’s Instability Criterion (hereafter RIC), scaled
for mesoscale processes, states that ∂ 2ū
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FIG. 4. Dual-Doppler wind syntheses at 500 m AGL
with horizontal winds (full barb = 10 m s−1), DOW6
composite reflectivity (dBZ; shaded), and vertical vor-
ticity (contoured every 0.5 x 10−2 s−1) at: a) 0630, b)
0634, c) 0637, d) 0640, e) 0644, and f) 0647 UTC 7 Jan-
uary 2014. Each vortex is labeled with a capital letter.

somewhere in the flow for HSI to exist, where ū is the
horizontal wind component parallel to the shear zone
(here taken to be the zonal wind component) averaged
along the shear zone (Markowski and Richardson 2010,
p 63-64). A plot of this quantity in the north-south direc-
tion at 0630 UTC reveals that a sign change exists 11–12
km north of the location of DOW6 (Fig. 7), which is also
where the vortices are present at this time (Fig. 4a). Al-
though this quantity approaches zero at other locations,
these are generally located near the edges of the dual-
Doppler domain, where calculating derivatives is more
prone to errors.

A more stringent criterion, Fjørtoft’s Instability Crite-
rion (hereafter FIC), states that ∂ 2ū

∂y2 (ū− ūI)< 0 for HSI,
where ūI is the mean wind component parallel to the
shear zone at the inflection point (i.e., where ∂ 2ū

∂y2 van-
ishes in Fig. 7). This criterion is satisfied in a broad zone
encompassing the shear zone and vortices (Figs. 4a and
8). Although both RIC and FIC are necessary but not
sufficient conditions for the release of HSI, and that dual-
Doppler observations of the genesis of these vortices do
not exist, the satisfaction of both RIC and FIC combined
with the lack of any cyclonic-anticyclonic vortex cou-
plets strongly suggests that HSI, and not tilting of ambi-
ent horizontal vorticity owing to the environmental ver-
tical wind shear or frictional processes, is the dominant
formation mechanism of these vortices.

Both RIC and FIC are consistently satisfied at the loca-
tion of the shear zone and vortices throughout this anal-
ysis period. For a more detailed analysis of these other
times, please see Mulholland et al. (2017).



0630 UTC

FIG. 5. South-to-north vertical cross section through
Vortex A in Fig. 4a at 0630 UTC with DOW6 reflectivity
(dBZ; shaded), vertical velocity (white contours every 1
m s−1), vertical vorticity (black contours every 0.25 ×
10−2 s−1), and wind vectors (v and w components only;
m s−1).

0630 UTC

FIG. 6. Stretching term in the vertical vorticity equation
(ζ ∂w

∂ z × 10−4 s−2; shaded), 500 m winds (full barb = 10 m
s−1), and vertical vorticity (contoured every 0.5 × 10−2

s−1) at 0630 UTC.

4. WRF simulation analysis

The high-resolution WRF simulation replicates the
synoptic and thermodynamic environment (not shown)
and produces a realistic LLAP snow band over Lake On-
tario which contains a string of misovortices along its

0630 UTC

FIG. 7. RIC ( ∂ 2ū
∂y2 × 10−6 m−1 s−1) vs. north-south dis-

tance (km) from DOW6 at 500 m AGL at 0630 UTC.
The red dashed line indicates where RIC is satisfied.

0630 UTC

FIG. 8. FIC ( ∂ 2ū
∂y2 (ū − ūI)× 10−6 s−2) vs. north-south

distance (km) from DOW6 at 500 m AGL at 0630 UTC.
The red shading indicates where FIC is satisfied.

northern edge (Fig. 9). Owing to spin-up time associated
with a cold start of the model at 0000 UTC 7 January, the
simulated snow band evolves about 1–2 hours later than
what was observed. As in the observations, all of the mis-
ovortices are cyclonic, strongly suggesting that tilting is
not a likely generation mechanism of the simulated vor-
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FIG. 9. Simulated composite reflectivity (dBZ, shaded)
with horizontal winds (full barb = 10 m s−1), and relative
vertical vorticity (contoured every 0.5 × 10−2 s−1) at 500
m AGL at 0800 UTC 7 January 2014. Each vortex is
labeled with a capital letter.

tices either. A vertical cross section through one of the
simulated vortices (Vortex G; Fig. 10) at 0800 UTC fur-
ther reveals that the vortices are just south of the ascend-
ing branch of the secondary circulation as in the obser-
vations and that there is again a significant overlap in the
vertical velocity and vorticity fields. A closer inspection
of the stretching term in the vertical vorticity equation
(Fig. 11) reveals that most vortices are associated with
nonzero values of stretching over the lake, as in the dual-
Doppler analysis. WRF output is also available over land
(the inland-directed radar beams were blocked by heavy
tree cover along the shoreline), and depicts the simulated
vortices weakening rapidly as they move inland, likely
owing to increased surface roughness. This weakening
also lends support to the hypothesis that stretching is an
important vortex maintenance mechanism over the lake
since the values of stretching within the vortices also di-
minish greatly with inland extent, commensurate with
the movement of the vortices from a less statically-stable
environment over the water to a more statically-stable en-
vironment over land.

In the WRF simulation, RIC is satisfied near latitude
43.55◦N (Fig. 12), which is also the location of the vor-
tices and shear zone (Fig. 9). FIC is also satisfied in a
broader zone encompassing this latitude (Fig. 13), lend-
ing further support to the conclusion reached above that
HSI, not vortex tilting, is the likely generation mecha-
nism of the string of misovortices observed in this case.

0800 UTC

FIG. 10. South-to-north vertical cross-section through
simulated Vortex G at 0800 UTC, with composite reflec-
tivity (dBZ; shaded), vertical velocity (white contours
every 1 m s−1), vertical vorticity (black contours every
0.25 × 10−2 s−1), and wind vectors (v and w components
only; m s−1).

Analyses of other times in the WRF simulation has been
completed by Mulholland et al. (2017) and reveals that
both RIC and FIC are satisfied at the location of the vor-
tices and shear zone at these times.

5. Conclusions

Dual-Doppler observations and a high-resolution
WRF simulation of a long-lived intense LLAP lake-
effect snow band on 7 January 2014 that contained a
string of misovortices are analyzed herein. The simula-
tion realistically reproduced the synoptic and mesoscale
environment in the vicinity of Lake Ontario, as well as
the lake-effect band and vortices. In both the observa-
tions and simulation, the string of vortices developed
along a cyclonic horizontal shear zone near the north-
ern edge of the band and propagated toward the center
of the band, in concert with the ascending branch of the
transverse circulation. Soon after band formation, a con-
nection was evident between the Lake Ontario band and
another upstream LLAP band originating over Georgian
Bay. As boundary layer winds backed from northwest-
erly to westerly over the upstream lakes, this connection
was terminated and the string of vortices vanished.

These analyses further reveal that two separate criteria
for the release of HSI, RIC and FIC, are satisfied along
the shear zone and in the general location of the vortices,
strongly suggesting that the release of HSI is the likely
mechanism of misovortexgenesis in this case. Further-
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FIG. 11. Stretching term in the vertical vorticity equation
(ζ ∂w

∂ z × 10−4 s−2; shaded), 500 m winds (full barb = 10 m
s−1), and vertical vorticity (contoured every 0.5 × 10−2

s−1) at 0800 UTC.

0800 UTC

FIG. 12. RIC ( ∂ 2ū
∂y2 × 10−6 m−1 s−1) vs. latitude from the

WRF simulation at 500 m AGL at 0800 UTC. The red
dashed line indicates where RIC is satisfied.

more, the lack of any notable anticyclonic misovortices
or counter-rotating vortex couplets implies that tilting of
ambient horizontal vorticity owing to the vertical wind
shear by the updraft within the band is likely not the pri-
mary mechanism driving vortex formation. Analyses of
the stretching term in the vertical vorticity equation re-
veal that stretching of vorticity by the band updraft helps
maintain the vortices as they traverse the warm lake wa-

0800 UTC

FIG. 13. FIC ( ∂ 2ū
∂y2 (ū− ūI)× 10−6 s−2) vs. latitude from

the WRF simulation at 500 m AGL at 0800 UTC. The
red shading indicates where FIC is satisfied.

ters. After the vortices move inland, they quickly dis-
sipate as the primary updraft weakens with the loss of
lake-induced low-level destabilization and hence vortex
stretching.

The results presented herein stem from a case study of
only one intense LLAP band. Questions remain whether
the release of HSI and subsequent stretching are the
dominant formation mechanisms of misovortices in other
LLAP bands. Furthermore, although the string of vor-
tices vanishes in this case when the connection to the up-
stream band terminated, a preliminary analysis of other
LLAP bands over Lake Ontario reveals that a connection
to an upstream band is not necessary for such strings of
vortices to exist. It is also unclear how the cyclonic shear
zones within the bands along which the vortices form
and propagate originate. Possible explanations for these
phenomena include land-breeze circulations, either over
Lake Ontario directly or possibly from an upstream lake,
preexisting shear zones owing to upstream bands, pre-
existing mesoscale or synoptic scale wind shifts along
which the bands can develop, or the transverse in-up-
and-out circulation of the bands themselves. It is possible
that the genesis of shear zones in different bands are at-
tributable to different mechanisms, or that more than one
of these processes is active simultaneously. For exam-
ple, it is likely that the transverse circulation within the
band sharpens the shear zone (hence increasing the near-
surface vertical vorticity) via low-level convergence re-
gardless of its origin. It is our hope that additional studies
of other bands containing such strings of vortices will be



attempted in the near future to investigate the causes of
these shear zones, and whether some of the conclusions
reached herein are applicable to other bands containing
strings of vortices. For additional analysis of the present
case, please see Mulholland et al. (2017).
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